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Goodwin Liu, 39, faces a difficult fight for U.S. Senate
confirmation.
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Advise and contempt
March 21, 2010 | By John Diaz

Impeccable credentials are no defense against

Republican obstruction tactics for Obama

nominees waiting for U.S. Senate

confirmation. The Republicans seem to be

stalling the president's appointments simply

because they can. They held up the nomination

of Barbara Keenan, selected to become the first

woman on the Virginia-based Fourth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, even though there was no controversy

about her qualifications, ideology or anything else - and the court was seriously shorthanded. Still, the

nomination languished for months because of a GOP filibuster. She was ultimately confirmed, 99-0.

These delay tactics go beyond the usual tit-for-tat when power shifts in Washington. Nine of President

Obama's nominees for various posts, including the judiciary, have been stalled for cloture votes - the

formal cutoff of debate, a common stall tactic - compared with just seven cloture votes during President

George W. Bush's eight years. Only two of President Ronald Reagan's appointees had to go through

Senate cloture; the first President Bush had none.

"It's gotten to an absurd situation," said Marge Baker, vice president of People for the American Way,

which just released a study on the mistreatment of Obama nominees. "It does feel like obstruction for

obstruction's sake."

So one can only wince at what might lie ahead for Goodwin Liu, a 39-year-old UC Berkeley law professor

recently tapped by Obama for the Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco. He is a Rhodes

scholar, a Supreme Court law clerk and an award-winning teacher. He comes with an inspiring first-

generation-immigrant story and an endearing low-key style for a man of such formidable intellect. Legal

analysts from the left and right have projected him as a potential Supreme Court justice - the former with

admiration, the latter with trepidation.

It is a sad reflection of the terminally polarized state of Washington that a judicial candidate's potential to

reach the highest court in the land can be considered a hindrance to entering the federal judiciary.

One thing is certain: Liu will be a target in the confirmation process, which is expected to begin

Wednesday with a hearing in the Senate Judiciary Committee. Key Republicans such as Sen. Jeff

Sessions, R-Ala., have signaled they will try to dismiss him as a liberal activist, focusing most likely on his
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support for affirmative action, same-sex marriage and the commonsense notion that interpretation of the

U.S. Constitution must not be strictly limited to original intent but must reflect modern-day realities.

If his critics do their homework, they will realize that Liu is anything but doctrinaire. His positions on

charter schools and school vouchers have a decidedly conservative hue. Even though he supports

same-sex marriage, he told state legislators at an October 2008 hearing that, in his objective legal

assessment, "the chances are low that any court would invalidate Proposition 8" in the near future.

"I think he has wonderful values, but at the end of the day, he's not ideological," said Christopher Edley,

dean of the UC Berkeley School of Law. "He's pragmatic, and he understands the difference between law

and politics. He understands that law is not just politics by another name."

Another issue that is likely to arise is Liu's age. Obama is not the first president to look for talented jurists

who could serve on the federal bench for many years. Seventeen of Reagan's judicial appointees were

younger than 45. Five of the nine justices on the current Supreme Court reached the appellate level before

they turned 45.

Edley, the Berkeley dean, suggested that Liu's experience as a law professor would be far more relevant to

his duties as an appellate judge than a more extensive stint in a specialized law practice. "The role of an

appellate judge is really quite scholarly in nature" - poring over briefs, analyzing legal theory, interacting

with lawyers and writing opinions, Edley noted.

Liu's nomination also must overcome the broader climate of conservatives' contempt for the concept that

an attorney who has taken on a liberal cause, or a publicly loathed client, ever could serve as an impartial

arbiter. Edward Chen, another Obama nominee for the Ninth Circuit, has endured flak for his past work

for the ACLU, despite his subsequent record of evenhandedness as a U.S. magistrate. And some

conservatives continue to hammer at Attorney General Eric Holder for hiring lawyers who once

represented suspected terrorists. The furor over each shows a fundamental misunderstanding of the

distinct roles of attorneys, prosecutors and judges in our legal system.

"If you're a lawyer, you're supposed to be an advocate for justice ... but if you do it for the, quote, 'wrong

side,' then you're disqualified forever from becoming a judge?" observed Dale Minami, a San Francisco

attorney and friend of both Liu and Chen. "That just doesn't seem right."

It isn't. It's a measure of the sorry state of dysfunction in Washington.

John Diaz is The Chronicle's editorial page editor. You can e-mail him at jdiaz@sfchronicle.com.
(C) San Francisco Chronicle 2010
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